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ABSTRACT
Humanitarian aid is material or logistical assistance provided for humanitarian purposes, typically in
response to humanitarian crises including natural disasters and man-made disaster. Humanitarian assistance
requiring short response time windows in almost the whole world may be subject to long queues due
to managing problems, e.g., the lack of control and/or inefficient infrastructure. This work tackles such
challenge by proposing a low-cost planning and managing model and method based on a discrete-event
simulation mirror connected through W EB tools to a near or far management level. The usual configuration
of parallel servers (for instance, supported by local RFID monitoring) is implemented by a discrete-event
simulation model that is validated by Jackson Networks (and vice versa). The results show a flexible model
that may identify bottlenecks in advance in order to accommodate traffic flow variations.
1

INTRODUCTION

Humanitarian aid consists of material and logistic assistance to people who need help. It is usually short-term
help until the long-term help by government and other institutions replaces it. The primary purpose of
humanitarian aid is to save lives, reduce suffering and respect to human dignity. In one particular case
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (Globo 2018), a crowd of more than 13,000 people were given assistance of
humanitarian nature during less than half a day.
The five most relevant issues that Richardson et al. (2016) concluded in their research on inventory
prepositioning for humanitarian logistics are (in order of importance): the speed of response, physical
infrastructure, support services, costs and labor availability. Rateb J et al. (2016) pointed out that top
level management and stakeholders from humanitarian organizations highlight the need of Define-MeasureAnalyze-Improve and Control lack and instability of resource (even human resources) within short time-frame
operations. Authors also identified the necessity of assistance for front liners and implementing staff in
terms of knowledge, quality information and flexibility from actual implementation tasks. These issues
would allow field teams to be more focused on quality and accountability. These works show us that
weakness of management and inefficient infrastructure are major issues. When the involved scenario calls
for logistic assistance, the structuring of the humanitarian aid in the form of queues and service stations
is necessary to streamline these processes.
To fill in these gaps, this work proposes an efficient management control as a method and low cost
solution, which is structured by discrete-event simulation (DES) (Banks et al. 2010) and Jackson networks
(JN) (Jackson 1957) supported by RFID and digital twin (DT ) (Venkatapathy et al. 2017; Alam and
El Saddik 2017; Schluse et al. 2018). It is not within the scope of this work to study the specific RFID/W EB
tools, but rather to show that, as communication tools to support the use of DES, they can allow the real
time monitoring of actual operations. The JN design is a choice due to the fact that it is a well-known
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topology for parallel and independent servers submitted to single-class products/services. In our study,
we validated it for multi-class services (each server one different service). This method allows accurate
and quick decision-making for planning and managing queues, personnel and materials for actual actions
during short-time operations. The DES model validates the JN and results show its flexibility in following
traffic flow variations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work and some other
applications. Section 3 describes the problem statement; Section 4 introduces the proposed simulation
model. Section 5 addresses our remarks and discussion. Section 6 presents our conclusions and suggestions
for future work.
2

RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND

There are many planning models for increasing throughput using JNs. Kim and Kim (2015) is one example
applied to medical emergency care with the use of hybrid priority with pooling for patients in risk of
death. In contrast, our model allows the choice of one among many objectives (throughput, maximum
time, average time) control submitted to FIFO discipline. Most importantly, the method allows a real-time
management control in a digital mirror supported by a simple and robust structure (JN) for multi-class
services to care people in the state of vulnerability.
Another regular managing model is for optimal inventory allocation of multi-class products in single
server systems, as studied by de la Cruz and Daduna (2017). Differently, our work is focused in DES for
estimating the best results in a multiple parallel servers system applied to multi services in mixed queuing
networks.
Bitran and R (1994) show a optimization model for planning mixed queues networks with returning
entities in a JN topology. Unlike, our work handle a DES real-time managing model for both operational
and planning actions.
With regard to the DT use, normally there is the development of sophisticated models, e.g. the smart
interaction controller for a digital twin tool offered by Alam and El Saddik (2017) with fuzzy and Bayes
supported by highly capable infrastructure. We propose a JN as a simple, low cost digital twin mirror
application to be used in the presence of poor local infrastructure.
Venkatapathy et al. (2017) propose the use of the dynamics of intra-logistics (associated to cyberphysical
systems) with a system dynamics approach for the understanding of syntaxes that can lead to new services
from inter-operating systems. Our focus is to provide functionality to the dynamics of intra-logistics to
manage its emergent deviations.
Medical emergency procedures (entity is the patient, services are jobs, independent or not) is another
example as showed by Xu et al. (2014), can use IoT − based methods where a chain of simultaneous
procedures with responses coming through the Internet can guarantee patients’ lives. However, besides a
planning model our work also deals with a managing tool for operational decision making.
Some examples of practical processes illustrated by Fig. 1 as a description of a wide variety of scenarios
with different types of operation, independents or not that can be executed simultaneously in different
entities. A first actual example is a local process of loading trucks (entity is the truck, commodities are
jobs) with the need to carry all product types as a whole cargo where commodities (corn, beans, rice, etc.)
can be randomly laden in trucks by servers availability.
3

PROBLEM STATEMENT

This type of intra-logistics Gunther et al. (2008) operation assists people in need in an environment of
multiple humanitarian services and they have to wait in very long queues to be cared for, or they must
face intense competition for some assistance. People arrive at a supporting location (Fig.1) with a set of
assistance needs from e.g. receptionists, nurses, medical doctors, dentists, and lawyers. Local infrastructure
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is usually poor; it needs material support and it also receives operational directions from volunteers that
need to be guided too.
A people identification process is proposed for Welcome & screening assistance by the use of a regular
passive RFID devices (for each individual) that can be completed with presence sensors control (e.g.,
Arduino based).
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Figure 1: General system model. A general view of a three servers system. It can be extended as n server
system.
The arrivals and exits in any of the system assistance points (service stations) use RFID sensors to
quickly identify quantities and time intervals which allows online supply of system statistics to support an
intelligent system of a digital management interface. We assume that after an initial reception an individual
already has a list of requested necessities. He/she has to hold for the next service in waiting rooms to be
attended by availability to all the services. A person with no more necessities to be attended is evaluated
and, in general, he/she is free to go away or to be back in a return schedule.
We ran a set of simulated experiments that assumes three different services for people that arrive on
a daily basis, where the demand is organized and served by order of arrival. A full assistance has three
services, each one with a service distribution time in a general design of one server for one node what can
be easily extended for one node with many parallel servers. The servers simultaneously work in this class
of large-scale processes, whose sequence of steps can be random, performed by a parallel network what
often form long queues and cause loss and damage (Adan and Resing 2001; Bitran and R 1994; Eeckhout
2016).
This is a class of problems of provision of large-scale services (it can also be transportation and/or
transactions) in a multi-class process of queuing networks. It is a topology of Mixed Queues with a closed
queue as a core where entities are distributed by chance and dynamically for all servers without preemption
(Bitran and R 1994).
The following are the assumptions of the proposed model:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

server queues have no space constraints;
the scheduling policy is first-in-first-out (FIFO);
entities may randomly start from any free server;
both the arrival (1/λ ) and the service time (1/µi ) of individuals/entities are Markovian;
the provision of services are independent from each other and there is no precedence relationships
between individuals;
6. one server per service station, and each server has the same probability of receiving an entity;
7. each server provides a distinct service;
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8. an entity may only enter the system upon the exiting of another one, i.e. Under high traffic, the
system operates under a statistical equilibrium. This means that an entity may only have access to
a server once this same server releases another entity (Bitran and R 1994);.
9. each individual has to be served by a complete set of servers before leaving the system (Fig. 3)
(i.e. the probability p of going from a server to the next available one is 100%);
The system with these nine characteristics may be modeled as JN. We designed a DES model (Subsection
4.2) which was analytically validated by JN and vice-versa. As a consequence, the system traffic logically
behaves as a model of n serial queues, as confirmed by a comparison between the analytical and simulation
models (Section 6). Once the model is validated, it is amenable to other distributions and system settings.
We derive some simple equations (Subsection 4.1) for outbound traffic that analytically corroborates the
simulation results and vice-versa.
In addition to monitoring processes, the proposed model may also be able to support planning and
management of operations by dealing with relatively high traffic flow, in local operations or at distance,
with limited number of available servers and very long queues. For example, as shown in Fig. 8, as the
traffic increases, the JN model is able to correspondingly adjust its traffic behavior. Specifically, when
one server overloads causing the formation of queues, the other servers can accommodate the excess load.
Therefore, the capacity for load balancing is implicit in the JN model. This feature allows that the JN
model may be used not only for static planning and dimensioning but also for online, dynamic management
of an operation.
4

MODELING

Several value chains perform a similar basic flow outlined in the preceding section, (i.e. the sequential and
undivided provision of services to an entity) that shows a response time with a given service time, based on
previous knowledge/data of the system. For the particular case described in Fig. 1, the action conducted
by the Office of the Secretary of Public Security of Rio de Janeiro City generated more than 13,000 assists
to local citizens (Globo 2018). The lack of official reports with detailed data justifies modeling with
characteristic mean values. The general structure starts with a Welcome screening service, which assigns
individuals to the adequate services. Clearly, there may be a large variability of service times depending on
the application, ranging from milliseconds (e.g. computer operating systems) to hours or even days/weeks
(e.g. medical, military services).
GMQN - Generalized Mixed Queueing Network
CQN - Closed Queueing Network
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Figure 2: System schematic model − Server A attends with E[B1 ] ut, Server B with E[B2 ] ut and Server
C with E[B3 ] ut. Here, a server can be seen as a node with many parallel servers. Looping Queue is a
logic queue that highlights the set of individual queues into the system core with closed queues network.
Figure 1 may be abstracted away as shown in Fig. 2, which shows the entry through the Inbound
queue. This queue is used to implement an admission control that is not part of the JN model. If the
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system is bound to overloading, incoming entities are retained in this queue or even blocked away from
entry in this queue if it is already full.
Each server has its own queue and the Looping queue is a logical representation for this set of server
queues. As mentioned earlier, an entity may enter and leave this queue and remain in the loop until it has
been serviced by each and all servers.
The model shown in Fig. 2 belongs to a specific class of mixed queuing systems with a closed queuing
network in its core and n servers.
4.1 Simulation and Validation
The Jackson’s theorem (Jackson 1957) states that the probability of an entity moving from one node to
another is p = 1, as shown in the traffic model (Fig.3). The traffic in Erlang (E) is described on a per-server
basis (λ /µi < 1 implies a stable system). Little’s law (Little 1961) shows that the average residence time
(E[R]) for each node is described as in Equation (1):
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Figure 3: Equivalent traffic model for three servers − Server A attends with E[B1 ]ut, Server B, with E[B2 ]ut
and Server C, with E[B3 ]ut. Bold arrows show an equivalent traffic route → λ /3 + 2 × λ /6 + λ /3 = λ .
E[Ri ] = 1/(µi − λ )

(1)

The mean residence time values in each node result in a traffic that may be calculated for each server,
according to the values of λ in each level shown in Fig. 3 for three servers. In Fig. 4, a JN that is the
logical equivalent of Fig. 3, an entity traverses three different jobs (three queues) with probability 1. Each
server generates an inbound traffic to all other servers.
c1

c2

c3

Figure 4: Three single queues equivalent system. Servers can be set in any order, e.g., server C1 provides
service with E[B1 ] ut, C2 , with E[B2 ] ut and C3 , with E[B3 ] ut.
For this reason, the arrival rate in each queue is the same as the overall arrival rate λ . This observation
allows us to calculate the average residence time E[R] in the system through Equation (2):
n

E[R] = ∑ E[Ri ] = E[R1 ] + E[R2 ] + E[R3 ]

(2)

i=1

It should be also noted that, from a performance viewpoint, an entity has to go through all servers and
it does not matter which is the first one. As a first result we have for the numerical example E[R] = 105 ut,
and with Eq. (1), it is possible to calculate a system equivalent service time µeq through Eq. (3):
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µeq =

1
+λ
E[R]

E[Beq ] =

(3)

1
µeq

E[R]
1 + λ . E[R]
1
The use of Eq. (4) yields E[Beq ] = 23.3 ut for = 30. Otherwise,
λ
E[R]
1
lim E[Beq ] = lim
=
λ
E[R] → ∞
E[R] → ∞ 1 + λ . E[R]
E[Beq ] =

µeq > λ → E[Beq ] <

1
λ

(4)

(5)

Equation (5) implies that there is an increasing number Leq of entities in the system queues when the
statistical equilibrium evolves to values of 1/λ smaller than system service times. To visualize it we can
observe three quantities expressed by Beq in Eq. (9); a quantity numerically calculated with results of the
simulation model T EXlimit (Eq. 6) that shows the average exit time of outbound entities, or it denotes the
actual average system response time considering lost entities; and T EX (Eq. 7) that reflects the possible
system response time as a maximum due to it does not consider entities losses during high traffic (Figure
8).
T EXlimit =
T EX =

Replication time
# o f outbound entities

(6)

Replication time
# o f created entities

(7)

On the other hand, E[R] can be written as in Eq. 8, the sum of an equivalent time parcel due to service,
Serveq = E[Beq ], and another waiting time due to queues, Qeq , in two different intervals - under system
limit and over system limit.
E[R] = E[Beq ] + Qeq

(8)

We use Eq. (4) and Eq. (8) to derive Eq. (9) as a relation for E[Beq ] and Eq. (10), for Leq (equivalent
mean number of entities in queue).
E[Beq ] =

E[R]
1 + λ . (E[Beq ] + Qeq )

→

E[Beq ] =

E[R]
1 + Aeq + Leq

(9)

First, in the general case for traffic flow under the limit, it results a calculation that must consider the
servers in high traffic, but not overloaded (Eq. (10)). It means servers with the maximum offered traffic
in a JN model is as Aeq = λ × (E[B1 ] + E[B2 ] + · · · + E[Bn ]) Erlangs what follows:
Leq = (

E[R]
− 1) − Aeq
E[Beq ]

I f queue is stable,
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Second, during overflow traffic that means n servers work with a full traffic (crowded system) condition
(Aeq = n Erlangs) in the presence of E[Beq ] = 1/λ . From Equation (9) during overflow traffic, the algebraic
expression can be written as Eq. (11),
Leqhi = λ . E[R] − (n + 1)

n = number o f paralel servers (nodes)

(11)

By using some characteristic values as a numerical example (for three parallel servers), E[B1 ] = 1/µ1 =
20ut, E[B2 ] = 1/µ2 = 15ut and E[B3 ] = 1/µ3 = 10ut, we calculate:
λ = (1/30) → E[R30 ] = 105.00ut → Aeq30 = (1/30) × 45ut = 1.50 → Leq30 = 2.72
λ = (1/28) → E[R28 ] = 117.86ut → Aeq28 = (1/28) × 45ut = 1.61 → Leq28 = 3.40
λ = (1/26) → E[R26 ] = 138, 37ut → Aeq26 = (1/26) × 45ut = 1.73 → Leq26 = 4.48
λ = (1/24) → E[R24 ] = 177.14ut → Aeq24 = (1/24) × 45ut = 1.88 → Leq24 = 6.50
λ = (1/22) → E[R22 ] = 285.48ut → Aeq22 = (1/26) × 45ut = 2.05 → Leq22 = 12.1
It is seen by Eq. 11 that as a consequence of E[Beq ] > 1/λ be the limit, Leqhi has no upper limit. The
simulation experiments confirm results for traffic limit as can be seen next (Subsection 4.2).
4.2 Simulation Model Description
Running the simulation model built in a design of one single server per node figure 5 and setup for FIFO
policy (the logic of three servers in series), 100 replications of 100, 000ut each, warm-up of 10, 000ut and
confidence level of 95%. Thus, in this way, after the validated simulation program, other tests could be
performed and some other results obtained.
Instance
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Distribu on
Module

Update
Variables

Server_A

Update
Variables

Update
Variables

Server_B

Update
Variables

Update
Variables

Server_C

Update
Variables

System
Exit
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Figure 5: Simulation model. Distribution Module draws equal probabilities to all servers driving them the
requested entities. The block Ending Module returns unfinished entities or concludes finished processes.
The simulation model was developed with an entities generator that distributes both time between arrivals
and respective service times and feeds the two-phase system: 1st ) it controls and limits the admission
of entities with FIFO policy; 2nd ) it distributes entities for servers. The whole system contains blocks
U pdate variables that update data from/to entities and system what represent the inbound and outbound
actions for the actual RFID systems sensors.
In this example (Fig. 5) product or service demanded by the entity requires, as said before, a task
performed in one of three different servers. Entity can leave the system only after it passed once by
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each of the servers. We describe in the next paragraphs two structural modules of the simulation model Distribution Module and Ending Module.
Distribution Module (figure 6) - It is the double-staged admission control system. In the first stage it
acts as a parking-lot (System Limit), where instances enter the system with FIFO policy or leave it during
overloading. It compares the number of system instances varINLIMI with varLIMIT variable (the total
system capacity). If the value of varINLIMI represents an under capacity system, the next queued instance
enters the Smart Buffer that together with the Probability Equalizer makes up the second stage.
The Smart Buffer selects which servers have not yet rendered and send the entity to the Probability
Equalizer. The Probability Equalizer block is used to distribute traffic with equal probability for all servers
that have not yet provided service to the entity. Availability blocks test if entity is already attended and
if its routed server is free to receive it. It checks an availability variable named varIN X (X is the server
number) to open server access and test the attribute variable EntX to certify the correct entity to the free
server. Released entities go to the Avail route and the denied ones go to the n/A route (not Available exit)
to be returned to the Probability Equalizer module. Blocks U pdate Variable insert updated information
to entities attributes (e.g., realized services) and system variables. This updating is even local or external
(e.g., at distance) with RFID/Internet technologies. An important note is that in this configuration, buffers
are queues that may guarantee independence from waiting entities and servers.
System within
Limit
out of

Update
Variables

Smart Buer

Probability
Equalizer

System
Disposal

1/3
1/3
1/3

Ent_A
Availability

Ent_B
Availability

Ent_C
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Update
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Server_A
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Update
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Server_B
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Update
Variables
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n /A
Avail
n /A
Avail
n /A

Figure 6: Distribution Module schema. System Limit disposes undesirable overflow and the logical Block
Probability Equalizer garantees the sum of probabilities is equal to one and the same probability to each
of the servers. The servers buffers are independent queues that release entities by servers’ request.
Ending Module represented in figure 7 is a router that returns unfinished instances, or instances with
services to be done, to the Probability Equalizer and sends (Return to servers route) those instances
without services to receive to system exit. It also counts finished instances into 18 time-average intervals
(the first 17 intervals distributed from 50ut to 4000ut and the last one to values higher than 4000ut) to
prepare the necessary data for a histogram that can represent the output probabilistic distribution.
First stage of Ending Module checks service completion of an entity by comparing values of entities
attributes Ent X (X is the entity type). Attended entities are identified to leave the system. The second
stage of the Ending Module classifies outbound entities into 18 residence time intervals before exiting
system.
For instance, starting simulations with inbound time average 1/λ = 30ut, changing to 1/λ = 22ut and
1/λ < 21ut, keeping the same other parameters the simulation model runs to return the next simulation
mean-time averages:
f or 1/λ = 30ut → TAV G30 = 104.85ut with HW = 1.1278ut → f or E[R30 ] = 105.00ut
f or 1/λ = 28ut → TAV G28 = 117.03ut with HW = 1.4580ut → f or E[R28 ] = 117.86ut
f or 1/λ = 26ut → TAV G26 = 139.29ut with HW = 2.3726ut → f or E[R26 ] = 138.37ut
f or 1/λ = 24ut → TAV G24 = 178.84ut with HW = 5.2408ut → f or E[R24 ] = 177.14ut
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f or 1/λ = 22ut → TAV G22 = 286.75ut with HW = 13.620ut → f or E[R22 ] = 285.48ut
f or 1/λ = 21ut → TAV G21 = 475.96ut with HW = 37.159ut → f or E[R21 ] = 491.59ut
The developed model is thereby validated and responds perfectly, but with low losses for 1/λ < 21ut.
In this case, model runs to TAV G = 475.96ut and HW = 37.159ut for the mathematical expectation of
E[Ri ] = 491.59ut within the upper limit of the simulated range. The equivalent traffic model in Fig. 2
adheres to the JN previously proposed. An important aspect of this work is that Jackson’s analytical
model validated the discrete simulation model and vice versa because there was difficulty in how best to
represent the actual system. Once validated, the simulation program is ready for more results. The first
one is the identification of the numeric system traffic limit. Assuming a λ range from 1/22 to 1/30 (this is
regular range, in general, due to physical restrictions), the traffic A = λ × average service time in a stable
condition, the upper limit for the most intense system traffic is calculated as 2.250 E (λ = 1/22). In actual
operations these values must be obtained from actual system characteristics and constraints.
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>900

Y

>700

>800
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Figure 7: Ending Module schema. The representation shows the upper line Return to Servers and the
time range counters in time units.
5

REMARKS AND DISCUSSION

Simulation experiments highlight system bottlenecks with the T EXlimit vs Beq comparison as shown in
Figure 8.
As λ increases over time, T EXlimit value tends to E[Beq ] = 23.3ut what means that both tend to the
highest service time of servers in system (E[Bhighest ] = E[B1 ] = 20ut).
λ → minimum, T EXlimit and E[Beq ] → E[Bhighest ]
In an actual action with this management tool supported by a simple and small RFID/Internet communication structure, the management level can update the evolving data easily monitoring λ , all servers
µi and estimate Leq and T EX to make decisions, take actions and generate staff information and reports
in real time.
This simple managing method goes beyond the example provided here. Servers perform simultaneous
tasks in parallel but the system behaves as if it is in series. It happens due to the fact that this system
performs different tasks to different entities at the same time for many time intervals. For this case study,
we suppose independent tasks for three servers in parallel, but as the simulation model is validated, it can
be also extended to tasks dependent on each other.
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5.1 Implementation Strategy
The model discussed so far provides the theoretical framework for the scheduling of humanitarian aid
across several parallel servers (or service stations). Clearly, the successful implementation of such strategy
must be accompanied by modern technology that allows for the proper accounting for the process variables
such as number of entities that enter the system, time stamps, and residence time among others. Two
technologies that may support the implementation is digital twin and RFIDs sensoring. Specifically, with
the former, the collection of information system within physical operation feeds the mirror of a digital twin
design that enables the automation of a high value-added chain (Schluse et al. 2018).
Notice that it is not necessary for all levels and/or servers to be close together because, e.g., it is possible
to manage these different operations remotely through a conventional Internet (Goyal and Fussell 2017).
More recently, the support of IoT extended this perspective to meet new needs such as ubiquitous access,
real-time analysis, availability to different platforms (Apple iOS, Google Android, Windows Phone) and
spatial location (Kua et al. 2017). As each instance (an individual) must pass through all the servers to
complete the process, the distance between servers is not a hindrance. There are many simple RFID designs
available for collecting data and the Internet basis for transferring a small set of data is also available.
System Service Time [ut]

Replica on Time

TEXlimit = # of outbound en

30

TEX
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Replica on Time
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Arrival Rate  [(ut)-1]

Figure 8: System service time overview. T EXlimit shows the actual average system response time. T EX
reflects the maximum system response time. Beq is the calculated value (Eq.(9)) for system response time.

6

CONCLUSION

When humanitarian aid scenarios strike, preparedness is of utmost importance, including how well response
teams are able to react. This work has dealt with the issue of scheduling applied to managing humanitarian
aid operations. A model based on a set of parallel servers and service lines using FIFO scheduling was
proposed and validated by Jackson networks. The model has shown to be flexible in that is able to adapt
to different traffic rates. It may be implemented as a management tool for both planning and operational
support. Simulation design with buffers instead of regular queues allows the use of any scheduling policy.
In an actual action supported by RFID/Internet, it can be planned a priori, and different scenarios and
solutions can be tested and adjusted in real-time basis. Because the simulation model allows the evaluation
of the distribution of exit times, it is possible to monitor and interfere in the process to avoid users with
extreme delays.
The Jackson network model is not just the basis for a simple and robust managing structure. It is also
flexible due to its adaptive traffic characteristic. In the presence of high traffic, the system throughput tends
to its maximum value. When a server is overloaded, its incoming traffic is redirected to the remaining
servers, instead of being blocked on its queue. Flexibility is the consequence of the n-level buffer system,
as the remaining servers work as a temporarily relief for the incoming traffic. Analyzing the simulation
response curves, we clearly see from that they diverge around the slowest server service time (20ut in the
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numerical example). As usual, this JN simulation model is a planning tool supported by the set of equations
here addressed. The equivalent service time is easily accessed and fully adheres to the model mainly in
high traffic. This JN queuing model is designed for exponential mean-time distributions (M/M/1) but the
validated simulation model fits also for other general distributions, e.g., G/G/1 and the ones presented in
Section 2, in a set of real world applications this network model can be addressed.
The DES characteristic model supported by W EB/RFID technologies may also solve some operational
issues highlighted in Section 1. Quick real-time answers can be delivered by the coordination/supervisory
level (local or international, specific or multi-skilled) in terms of assistance to the operational teams (intralogistics or inventory transportation) due to the soft and simple tool structure that can run new actual
scenarios in few seconds. This characteristic shows that the distance between different steps that make up
a complete process is no longer a problem (Eeckhout 2016; Feki et al. 2013).
As future work, we suggest studies to understand how the JN structure behaves with scheduling
policies different from FIFO, for instance, using SJF (Shortest Job First) with known service times.
Another possibility would be to focus in the effects of space restrictions to queues in the JN structure by
using admission control. It is important to further study the effect of the increasing number of entities in
the queue, and the use of measurements to find more realistic probability distributions, different from the
exponential. Application of scheduling heuristics or analytical models at various decision points by using
measurements from the studied environment can be other future work.
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